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TAIL
Community committee

SCALES
The rules

EYES
What we see

TEETH
Enforcement

CURRENTS
Changes over time



Data collection worksheets for community-based  
fisheries management plan reviews

Community Name……………….......................………………......……  Record-Keeper Name…………...........………..........………………

Focus Group Name (e.g. men, women, male youth, female youth): …………..........................................................................

Recruiters for Workshop
Name Gender Age Role/Occupation

 Worksheet A - Community representation



Worksheet 1

 Session 1

       G etting started 

Getting started

What are the three most  
easily recalled rules?

1. 

2.  

3.

What are the three least  
easily recalled rules?

1. 

2.  

3.

Notes



Session 2 

Ey e s

Mapping what we can see

Photos of the maps 
(Facilitators: Take photos and include them)

MAP CHECK! Ensure the map includes: 

  Where are people fishing and harvesting? 

  Who is doing the fishing and harvesting? 

  Is the quantity of fish and marine species harvested many or few?

Using a different colour (e.g. red), draw a circle around any areas where 
there are disagreements on the use of marine resources.

1   Where do people fish and 
       harvest? 

 

2   Who fishes and harvests marine    
       plants and marine animals?  

Men, women, male youth, female youth

3  
 For each of these plants and    

         animals, are there more or less      
         since the management plan started?
(Refer to the SPC poster diagrams, number the 
species and write responses here)

Species number Species name

Worksheet 2

Easy Difficult 
to Find

Not Found 
Here



Mapping what we can see

3   For each of these plants and    
         animals, are there more or less      
         since the management plan started?
          (Refer to the SPC poster diagrams, number the  
          species and write responses here)

Species number Species name

Worksheet 2

Easy Difficult 
to Find

Not Found 
Here



Mapping what we can see

3   For each of these plants and    
         animals, are there more or less      
         since the management plan started?
          (Refer to the SPC poster diagrams, number the  
          species and write responses here)

Species number Species name

4   Are there any disagreements on  
       the use of marine resources?

Where have the disagreements 
arisen?

Who is involved?

5   What have been some benefits of  
       the rules? Which groups of  
       people benefit from them?

6   Which groups of people miss out  
       on the benefits?

7   Do you need help from any other  
       groups or organisations to  
       determine what is going on in the  
       CBFM area?

Worksheet 2
Session 2 

Ey e s
Easy Difficult 

to Find
Not Found 

Here

Mapping what we can see



Photos of the scales 
(Facilitators: Take photos and include them)

Scale check! Do the scales have:

  The rules

  The reasons why the rules are retained 

8   What rules/scales do you want  
       and why? 

Rules description Why

Notes

 Session 3

Scales on the body

The rules
Worksheet 3



 Session 4

        C urrents

Shocks and changes to the CBFM Plan over time

Worksheet 4
Photos of the scales 
(Facilitators: Take photos and include them)

Major Event  
or Change 1

Major Event  
or Change 2

Major Event  
or Change 3

Major Event  
or Change 4

9   Draw any major events or    
       changes that have taken place in  
       the community on the timeline  
       and label them (e.g. cyclone,  
       election dispute, logging).

10   Write the date or year when the  
       event or change took place.

*An easy way to estimate the number of households affected is to bring a set of 10 rocks and ask the group members to put the number of 
households they think have been affected (represented by the rocks) in a group. You can take a photo of this and use it in this report.



Shocks and changes to the CBFM Plan over time

Worksheet 4
Major Event  
or Change 1

Major Event  
or Change 2

Major Event  
or Change 3

Major Event  
or Change 4

11   Provide an estimate* of the  
       number of households affected. 
       What groups of people were  
       affected (e.g. elders, women,     
       people on the beachside, etc.)?

12   How did the event change  
       people’s use of food or marine  
       resources? (e.g. changed local  
       food market, fishing, settlement  
       in coastal areas, other change)

13   Was the CBFM Plan used in any  
       way to address the event or     
       change (e.g. were rules changed     
       or suspended, were new actions  
       taken?)



Photos of the tails 
(Facilitators: Take photos and include them)

Tail check! Does the tail (committee) include:

  Different groups of people in the community and actions to  
       engage them in the committee

14   What suggestions do you have to  
       make the committee work well?

15   Are different people (women,  
       men, male youth, female youth,  
       distinct tribal or religious groups)  
       in the community represented in  
       the tail (committee)? 

Refer to the list of persons/groups that “missed out” 
(Session 3). Draw the tail with the different groups 
of people who you think should be on the committee 
overseeing the plan. 

16   What can the committee do to  
       ensure a diverse array of people  
       participate in the plan?

17   Is there any information or action  
       needed by the local government     
       (e.g. Tribal Council, Island Council,  
       Provincial Government), national  
       government or other  
       organisations to assist the  
       committee?

Notes

 Session 5

               Tail 

The CBFM Committee 
Worksheet 5



 Session 6

            Teeth 

Enforcement
Worksheet 6

Photos of the teeth 
(Facilitators: Take photos and include them)

18   What are the three rules that are  
       broken most often? Why? 

19   How can the rules be enforced  
       (e.g. fines, monitoring, awareness,  
       market checks on catch size, etc.)?
       Write these on the teeth.

20   Who will sharpen these teeth? 
       Who is going to be involved in    
       enforcing the rules? 

21   Are there other organisations  
       involved in enforcement of the  
       plan? Is any information or  
       action needed by the local or  
       national government?  

Notes



Approved fish diagram of the CBFM Plan
Worksheet 7

Community Name………………..........…………………………  Record-Keeper Name…………............…………………………….

THE FINAL FISH
eyes scales

22   New fish  
       (CBFM  
       plan) :  
What are the 
agreed rules  
and means of 
enforcement?

23   What 
       actions  
       are  
       needed to  
       enact the  
       plan?

24   Who will  
       take these  
       actions?

Identify any  
help needed 
from 
facilitators  
or other  
organisations  
or  
communities

25   When is   
       the next 
       meeting?

 

Photos of the fish 
drawing 
(Facilitators: Take photos 
and include them)

Approved fish diagram of the CBFM Plan Session 7

       F inal co m mittee
 



THE FINAL FISH
teeth tail

Notes

Approved fish diagram of the CBFM Plan
Worksheet 7



Notes



Notes




